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USEFUL AXIOMS

Abstrat:

I overview several aspets of foring axioms whih (in my eyes) give solid mathematial arguments ex-

plaining why these axioms are so useful in establishing new (onsisteny) results and/or theorems.

� The �rst aspet outlines that foring axioms are natural strengthenings not only of Baire's ategory

theorem, but also of the axiom of hoie (these are two of the most useful non-onstrutive priniples

in mathematis), and also strengthenings of most large ardinal axioms (at least for o�nally many of

them).

� The seond aspet outlines that Shoen�eld's absoluteness, Cohen's foring theorem, and Los theorem

for standard ultrapowers of a �rst order struture by a non prinipal ultra�lter are all spei� instanes

of a more general form of Los theorem whih an be delined for what I all boolean ultrapowers.

� The third aspet outlines how strong foring axioms and Woodin's generi absoluteness results are two

sides of the same oin and will try to explain how stronger and stronger forms of generi absoluteness

an be obtained by asserting stronger and stronger foring axioms. In this ontext ategory theoreti

ideas start to play a role and we are led to analyze forings whose onditions are (ertain lasses of)

foring notions and whose order relation is given by (ertain lasses of) omplete embeddings.

There is a surprising analogy between the theory of these lass forings, the theory of towers of normal

ideals, and many of the lassial arguments yielding generi absoluteness results. For what onerns the �rst

two aspets of my talk, I do not laim authorship of essentially none of the result I will be talking about,

nonetheless it is hard to attribute orretly the relevant results.
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